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NOW’S THE TIME - A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
by Jack Huguley

The pandemic – I can imagine all of you are weary of the challenges endured over the last 
12 months by COVID-19. We have learned a lot about our ability as Americans to innovate, 
to be flexible and to be patient. Well, maybe we’re still working on patience, but we promise 
to do better.

When our Huguenot ancestors arrived in Charleston in the 17th century, they faced food 
shortage, pestilence and disease including the dreaded smallpox; and it lasted longer than a 
mere one or two years!  Religious faith, community, hard work and, thankfully, artisan skills 
developed prior to leaving France transferred to give them a fighting chance for planting a 
new life in the colonies. Thank goodness for their perseverance and their ingenuity.

I find the eventual prosperity and enfranchisement of American Huguenots a model 
for emulation. Reflecting on it should inspire us to leverage their efforts and not let the 
opportunities passed on go to waste. If they could see us today, I hope they would marvel 
at our industry - from Paul Revere’s silversmithing to the Wright brothers’ flying machine 
to Warren Buffett’s penchant for compounding interest…we are the descendants and 
promulgators of a great legacy. 

With that leverage in mind, this is an exciting time to be a member of The Huguenot Society 
of South Carolina.  In spite of a troubling year, your Society has met all of its goals for revenue 
from dues and annual giving. The Society’s board is currently refining a Strategic Plan that 
we’ll be sharing with you in the near future. The strategic plan will provide a blueprint for 
growth; in membership numbers, in educational opportunities, in our visibility writ large and 
our collaboration with other organizations that share our interest in celebrating Huguenot 
history. 

We intend to demonstrate to all that the Huguenot Society of South Carolina is the premier 
organization for fulfilling these strategic purposes. As a result, it will become obvious to 
any individual, group or family with a desire to honor the legacy of our persecuted French 
Protestant ancestors that supporting this Society is far and away the most effective way to 
do so.

Many thanks to John E. Huguley, Jr. who recently completed his three-year term as president. The 2021-2022 
provisionally elected Board is listed in the sidebar on page 2 and will be formally voted on at the Annual 
Meeting on November 1st.
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THE HUGUENOT SOCIETY JOINS THE 
LOWCOUNTRY DIGITAL LIBRARY

“The Huguenot Society of South Carolina was founded in 
Charleston in 1885,” says Society President Jack Huguley. 
“The Society’s Constitution mandates that we ‘discover, 
collect, and preserve all existing documents relating to the 
genealogy or history of the Huguenots of America.’ We do 
so by curating a library composed of all obtainable books, 
monographs, pamphlets, manuscripts, etc., relating to the 
Huguenots.” 

Huguley points out, “We have built a fascinating library 
that contains more than 5,000 items, dating from the 
17th century. It’s probably the largest collection of its 
kind, including maps, photographs, manuscripts and 
correspondence in multiple languages. The collection’s 
only weakness is its existence almost exclusively on 
paper. Researchers must travel to Charleston to unlock 
its academic and historical treasures. That’s all about to 
change.”  

By the end of 2021 the Huguenot Society of South 
Carolina will have dedicated space for its collection within 
the Lowcountry Digital Library (LCDL), a digital initiative 
created and managed by the College of Charleston 
Libraries. Through LCDL’s partnerships with the South 
Carolina Digital Public Library and the Digital Public 
Library of America, HSSC’s collection will be searchable 
and accessible internationally. Collection content will also 
be indexed by Google and other major search engines. In 
less time than it sometimes takes to find a parking space 
near the Society’s headquarters in downtown Charleston, 
a researcher with internet access in Seattle or Singapore 
will be able to document his or her Huguenot ancestry.  

The Huguenot Society of South Carolina exists to promote 
awareness of the French Protestants who fled Europe 
during the 1600s and 1700s, many of whom made their 
way to or through Colonial South Carolina. Persecuted by 
the French Catholic monarchy, the Huguenots were the 
group for whom the term réfugié was originally coined. 
The plight of the Huguenots and the diaspora that they 
and their descendants have populated remain attractive 
to scholars and historians. The history of the Huguenots 
is—in many ways—the history of civilization for the last 
400 years. It touches upon religion, art, politics, industry, 
agriculture, finance, immigration, race, and almost every 
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other facet of modern human life. The history of the Huguenots is 
a story of perseverance that many find inspirational.

Catherine Peronneau Murray-Smith lives in Charleston and is a 
member of HSSC. Murray-Smith is also a trustee of the Samuel 
Freeman Charitable Trust, based in New York, the foundation 
that has made HSSC’s Digitization Project possible through grant 
funding for both equipment and paid internships.

“The Freeman Trust considers its investment in making the 
Huguenot Society’s genealogical collection accessible online 
consistent with our strong history of supporting cultural 
institutions,” says Murray-Smith. Among other far-reaching 
progressive efforts, the Freeman Trust has been instrumental in the 
founding of the School of Languages, Cultures and World Affairs 
(LCWA), at the College of Charleston. “Genealogy is a powerful 

research tool and knowledge of one’s ancestry can be terrifically enriching. We’re excited 
to make this project possible. And we are gratified to create opportunities like this for the 
LCWA interns involved.”

For 135 years, HSSC has been publishing original research in its journal Transactions. 
The 122 issues of Transactions will be the first thing the Society makes available online. 
The journal contains a wide range of information, from family histories to translations of 
memoirs and lineage records. Digitization of Transactions began in January 2021. HSSC’s 
Technology Interns create searchable metadata for each page scanned, and is currently 
nearing completion. 

“LCDL seeks to advance the public’s understanding of the South Carolina Lowcountry’s 
history and culture by providing public access to the region’s archival collections,” says Leah 
Worthington, Associate Director of LCDL. “From colonial and religious histories to immigrant 
and social histories, HSSC holdings provide expanded opportunities for researchers, students, 
and the public to learn about the history of coastal South Carolina.”

The Lowcountry Digital Library can be accessed at https://lcdl.library.cofc.edu/. 

CALL FOR PAPERS
 
The Huguenot Society of South Carolina publishes Transactions of the Huguenot Society 
of South Carolina, examining different aspects of Huguenot history and genealogy.  We 
encourage the submission of articles for consideration for publication.   All submissions 
must include endnotes and other necessary documentation, and permission to publish when 
needed.  For more information, please contact Chris Barrett at chris@huguenotsociety.org.
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MEET OUR SPRING SEMESTER INTERNS
FROM THE COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON

Abigail Rice is a graduate student at College 
of Charleston in the Public History program. 
Abbey is from Aiken, South Carolina.

Abbey says, “I have always appreciated 
digital history, so when I was approached 
by my advisor, Dr. Donaldson, about the 
internship requirement, I immediately knew 
that I wanted to do something in digital 
history or metadata. I absolutely see myself 
using the training in the digitization process 
and creating metadata in the future. Making 
history available to the public is one of my 
biggest passions, because I have been a 

researcher who relies heavily on online resources. The Huguenot Society is a gold mine of 
material for the budding researcher, so I am incredibly grateful for the opportunity to get 
the experience here.”

Caroline Walker, from Roswell, Georgia, graduated this Spring with two majors, French and 
Francophone Studies and International Studies with a European Concentration. 

“This experience has opened my eyes to French history in North America beyond Québec 
and New Orleans,” says Caroline.  “I have had the opportunity to learn about the people 
whose names are on my campus buildings and street signs I walk past every day; this has 
brought a new dimension to the ‘living history’ that is Charleston. Although this is not 
perfectly aligned with either my degree in French and Francophone Studies or my degree 
in International Relations with a European Concentration, it fits an interdisciplinary niche 
between the two wherein I have been able to learn a lot about public history and genealogy 
as well as the sheer amount of work that goes into building the research databases college 
students tend to take for granted. As someone whose degrees often use research papers 
and academic studies as key cumulative assignments, this opportunity to digitize historical 
documents and build a database that I could have used on one of my own papers is a very 
rewarding experience, not to mention being able to work with everyone at the Society and 
my fellow interns.

"Working on metadata has greatly helped to 
improve my skills with both Microsoft Excel 
and Google Sheets, which is something that 
can be transferred to almost any career in 
today's technology-centered workplace. 
I think it’s also a wonderful exercise 
in collaboration and communication 
considering that we three interns can't be 
at the Society as a group on any day of the 
week except for Friday; we have devised 



an analog system to keep each-other updated, but we communicate over email and text 
message when needed as well.”

Hannah Hanes is from Northern Virginia. She will graduate spring of 2022, with majors in 
French and Francophone Studies and English, with a concentration in Creative Writing.

“The work I do at the Huguenot Society involves both specific and broad skills I have learned 
during college. In my courses I have been introduced to what metadata is and how to create 
it, something that I am now able to put into practice as an intern. My degree programs in 
French and English have also provided me with writing, research, and French abilities, all of 
which I have employed at the Society.

"Preparing documents for online consumption is an extremely valuable skill, especially in a 
world in which our daily lives are becoming increasingly digitally dependent. But beyond 
that very specific skill, simply gaining general work experience is valuable too. It comes 
with a variety of communicative, organizational, and detail-oriented demands that I am 
continually developing and all of which will be required in every job I hold in my career.”

Many thanks to Abigail, Caroline, and Hannah.  The Society has been lucky to have you and 
we are very grateful for your hard work.

CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR MARY MOUZON DARBY 
UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP WINNER

 
Sophie Ella Smith of Charlotte, North Carolina, recipient of 
the 2021 Mary Mouzon Darby Undergraduate Scholarship, will 
be returning to University of South Carolina as a sophomore 
in the school's nursing program. Sophie's long-term plan is to 
become a Nurse Practitioner. She says she has been inspired by 
her Huguenot forebears—the Dozier/D'auge lines—to pursue a 
career centered around serving others.
 
Mary Mouzon Darby was born April 3, 1896, in Georgetown, 
SC, the eldest of the four daughters of Laurens and Esther 
Gordon Mouzon. Through her paternal grandfather she was a 
direct descendant of Henry Mouzon and through her paternal 
grandmother was a descendant of his brother Louis Mouzon II. 
They came to America with their father, Louis Mouzon, in the 
early 1700s. Although she was not fortunate enough to have a 
college education, Mary Mouzon Darby was extremely well read 

and expressed herself beautifully in both oral and written language. She was the devoted 
wife of William Henry (Will) Darby, Jr. and mother of Lydia Gordon, who died at 19 months, 
and the late Betty-Ann Darby, who established this scholarship in her mother’s memory. 
Like her father before her and her daughter after her, Mary Mouzon Darby was a long-time 
member of the Huguenot Society and was the family’s unofficial genealogist. She died in 
1984, ten years after the death of her husband.
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WELCOME TO  OUR NEW MEMBERS WHO JOINED IN  2020
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Judith Shotts Allen ............................................................................................................................................ Greenville, SC
               Leonard Dozier/D’Auge
Carol Mercer Robert Armstrong ......................................................................................................................St. Louis, MO
               Pierre Robert & Jeanne Brayé
Marion Guion Atkins ............................................................................................................................................ Landrum, SC
               Gabriel Guignard
Cameron Willard Banowit .................................................................................................................................... McLean, VA
               Jean Nicolas & Anne Roulin
Steven Willard Banowit ........................................................................................................................................ McLean, VA
               Jean Nicolas & Anne Roulin
Cornelia Reynolds Barbour .............................................................................................................................Charleston, SC
               David Pierre Humbert
Sandra Lee Oliver-Becker ........................................................................................................................... Pinellas Park, FL
               Jacques De Bourdeaux & Madeleine Garichion
Paul Gervais Bell III ........................................................................................................................................... Las Vegas, NV
               John Lewis Gervais
Margaret Laffitte Ray Bird ..................................................................................................................................... Draper, UT
               Pierre Laffitte 
Anne Blanding S. Born ........................................................................................................................................ Beaufort, SC
               Jean Vergereau & Marie Mahault 
Alexandra Willits Boulware .............................................................................................................................Charleston, SC
               Elias Naudain & Jahel Arnaud
Julian Hall Burns, Jr............................................................................................................................................... Camden, SC
               Pierre de St. Julien & Jeanne Le Febure
Joshua Dane Call ................................................................................................................................................ Lexington, SC
               Daniel Tresevant & Susanne Maulard 
Merri Lisa Call ............................................................................................................................................ West Columbia, SC
               Daniel Tresevant & Susanne Maulard
William Howard Carr ................................................................................................................................................. Dillon, SC
               Jaques Cossart & Rachel Gelton
Amélie Sams Aimar Cromer .............................................................................................................................. Beaufort, SC
               Anthoine Bonneau & Catherine de Bloys
Jimmy Byrnes Crook ........................................................................................................................................Charleston, SC
               Jaques Fontaine & Anne Elizabeth Boursiquot
Perino Marcellin Dearing, Jr. ...............................................................................................................................Clemson, SC
               Pierre Roquemore & Susanne Lafon
Rachel Adell Lute Devitt ............................................................................................................................ Locust Grove, GA
               Joachim Gaillard & Ester Paparel
Dearing Lillie Eaves ...............................................................................................................................................Augusta, GA
               Pierre Roquemore & Susanne Lafon
Frank Buist Eaves IV .............................................................................................................................................Augusta, GA
               Pierre Roquemore & Susanne Lafon
Lucinda Catherine Dearing Eaves .....................................................................................................................Augusta, GA
               Pierre Roquemore & Susanne Lafon
Donald Allston Fishburne ........................................................................................................................Pawley’s Island, SC
               Joachim Gaillard & Ester Paparel
Alana Gaymon .......................................................................................................................................................Brooklyn, NY
               Claude Philippe de Richebourg & Anne Chastain 
Samuel Perry Gervais .......................................................................................................................................Charleston, SC
               John Lewis Gervais
Elizabeth Shay Hane .....................................................................................................................................St. Matthews, SC
               Benjamin Simons & Mary Esther DuPré
Molly Catherine Hane ...................................................................................................................................St. Matthews, SC
               Benjamin Simons & Mary Esther DuPré
Francis Simons Hane, Jr ..................................................................................................................................... Beaufort, SC
               Benjamin Simons & Mary Esther DuPré
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William Darby Hane ......................................................................................................................................St. Matthews, SC
               Benjamin Simons & Mary Esther DuPré
Christopher Michael Harvin ............................................................................................................................... Bladwyn, MS
               Anthoine Bonneau & Catherine de Bloys
John Roland Harvin, Jr. ...........................................................................................................................Fredericksburg, VA
               Pierre Manigault & Judith Giton
Donald Anderson Kennedy, Jr. .....................................................................................................................Hilton Head, SC
               Jacob Guérard
Jean Young Kilby ..........................................................................................................................................Harrisonburg, VA
               Pierre Robert & Jeanne Brayé
Martha Louise Farmer King ............................................................................................................................. Lexington, KY
               Anthoine Bonneau & Catherine de Bloys
Evelyn Anne Armstrong Marks ............................................................................................................... San Francisco, CA
               Pierre Robert & Jeanne Brayé
Daniel William Massie .............................................................................................................................. Sullivans Island, SC
               Peter Rucker/Ruckes
Eleanor Carmen McIntosh .................................................................................................................................Columbia, SC
               Marquis Jean Paul Frederick de Hulingues
Richard Perrin Moore .......................................................................................................................................Charleston, SC
               Claude Philippe de Richebourg & Anne Chastain
Samuel Montgomery Polk II ...................................................................................................................Moncks Corner, SC
               Nicolas Bochet & Susanne De Hays
Carol Jean McLendon Porter ........................................................................................................................Folly Beach, SC
               John Louis Poyas & Marie Jourdain
Jeffrey Tharp Rembert......................................................................................................................................... Maitland, FL
               André Rembert & Anne Bressan
William Aldrich Schaller ...................................................................................................................................Charleston, SC
               Daniel Tresevant & Susanne Maulard 
Norvelle deTreville Williams Sherrod .......................................................................................................... Winnsboro, SC
               Anthoine Bonneau & Catherine de Bloys
Joanne Simmons Smith .............................................................................................................................. Chattanooga, TN
               Abraham Michaud & Ester Jaudon
Henry Buist Smythe, Jr. ....................................................................................................................................Charleston, SC
               Elie Horry & Marguerite Huger
Nalin Srikonda .......................................................................................................................................................Brooklyn, NY
               Claude Philippe de Richebourg & Anne Chastain 
Melvin Eugene Striping, Jr. .....................................................................................................................Hendersonville, TN
               Abraham Michaud & Ester Jaudon
Rebecca Bishop Sutusky ...................................................................................................................................Columbia, SC
               Daniel Tresevant & Susanne Maulard
Elizabeth Roberts Thames ...............................................................................................................................Richmond, KY
               Anthoine Bonneau & Catherine de Bloys
Hamilton Knox Thames .................................................................................................................................Falls Church, VA
               Anthoine Bonneau & Catherine de Bloys
William Gibbes Thames ................................................................................................................................Falls Church, VA
               Anthoine Bonneau & Catherine de Bloys
Sandy Striping Tolar ................................................................................................................................................ Jasper, GA
               Abraham Michaud & Ester Jaudon
Callie Y. Turner ..................................................................................................................................................Greenwood, SC
               Pierre Robert & Jeanne Brayé
Henry Manning Unger ......................................................................................................................................Charleston, SC
               André DeVeaux & Marguerite de Bourdeaux
Stacey Striping Walters ........................................................................................................................................ Raleigh, NC
               Abraham Michaud & Ester Jaudon
Thomas Gregory Young ................................................................................................................................Washington, DC
               Pierre Robert & Jeanne Brayé
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ANNUAL MEETING
The Huguenot Society of South Carolina will hold its 

136th Annual Meeting on Monday, November 1, 2021, 

at Charles Towne Landing in Charleston.  Along with 

conducting Society business, we will gather to enjoy the 

company of our fellow members and the presentations 

of two fascinating guest speakers, author and historian 

Owen Stanwood, and Huguenot scholar Bertrand Van 

Ruymbeke. We look forward to seeing you there.

In order to save on printing and mailing costs, the 2020 Annual Report 

will be posted on the Membership page of the Society's website.


